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How to help addicts into long-term enriched recovery

Join:Join: exhibitors exhibitors
Recovery Plus attracts top professionals from the UK, US, 
Europe, Australia, Russia and globally. It puts your products 
and services in front of hundreds of addiction professionals with 
purchasing power and who can make referrals.

Benefits of exhibiting at Recovery Plus include:
  Increased exposure and awareness for your company
  Recognition in conference print materials distributed to all 

 attendees and in publicity, including Recovery Plus journal
  Build relationships through face-to-face access to hundreds 

 of attendees with purchasing and referral power
  Over 14 hours of exhibit time crammed into 2 days
  Recruit new staff, make appointments
  Research competitors' services and messaging
  Traffic builders throughout the conference - eg, lunch + 

 refreshments in and near the exhibitor area
  Complimentary delegate passes with exhibitor purchase
  Quality interaction with attendees in a friendly atmosphere
  Build/reposition your brand. Strengthen your connections.

"Many companies miss how participating in conferences can 
substantially increase their return on investment. In terms of 
an advertising expense, you can’t beat it! You can place an ad 
in a newspaper, run an extensive campaign of TV and radio 
commercials, or go crazy with guerilla marketing… but some 
might see you, others not, some might pick up the phone, some 
not… At our event, you are face to face with potential consumers 
in your targeted market! They can see and examine your services, 
and more importantly your people get valuable time to pitch.” 
Plus... there are some really lovely attendees who can brighten 
your day, whether they are old friends or potential new colleagues. 
It's two days of enjoyable learning.

Exhibitor floor plan:

Presentation rooms, 
exhibitors, seating areas

 and refreshments 
are all on 1st floor 

of the venue.

Glass walls line left side
of exhibitor area,

overlooking 
River Thames

and Tower Bridge.
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